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“I really think of Diet Coke as my boyfriend.”

A wave of laughter hit the focus group observation room that was so loud that I’m sure the respondents could hear us on the
other side of the 2-way mirror. Did that woman really say she thought that Diet Coke was like her boyfriend?

Commitment, intimacy, dependability—she felt all of these, not about Diet Coke, but from it. She loved it as a constant
companion, a support mechanism and a celebratory friend. At the time, I thought this was preposterous. We can’t connect with
products the same way we connect with people!

But I’ve since learned that in many important ways, that is just what we do. Academic study after academic study has proven
it.  We don’t just consume or interact with brands. We actually engage in relationships with them.

Relationships have natural stages – from our initial meetings all the way up until the relationship’s decline or demise. Where is
your brand in its relationship with the consumer? Let’s briefly look at each stage:

Know yourself - The consumer relationship starts with the brand. Before you even meet the consumer, you must fully
understand your brand. If you don’t know who you are as a brand, and what makes you different, better, and special, how
do you expect a consumer to? You must clearly define a brand’s product benefits to set up more intimate, emotional bonds.
It is these emotional bonds that will form the basis of a lasting consumer relationship.

Know your type – Every brand has an ideal consumer-someone who, when they connect with the brand, feels that that
brand was made for her. The trick for marketers is to identify that ideal consumer, her functional, emotional, and social
needs, and perfect the match between those needs and what your brand offers. For example, the brand team of a small
regional beer, Dos Equis, went to the bars that their consumer, socially active males, frequented and spent night after night
with them. They discovered that these guys’ biggest fear was to be seen as boring. Consequently, the “Most Interesting
Man in the World” campaign was born and became a sensation, even being spoofed on Saturday Night Live. The result

was a transformation of Dos Equis from being a small regional beer to the 6th largest beer in the country.

Meet memorably – The first few meetings between brand and consumer dictate whether the relationship has potential or
whether it remains in the mere acquaintance phase. It is essential that we establish connections that are so special and
memorable that a consumer desires to keep coming back for more. When entrepreneur Janie Hoffman launched Mamma
Chia, a unique health beverage comprised of chia seeds floating in a jello-like texture, she knew she would have to educate
the consumer. So, she went into the right environment, Whole Foods stores, and personally shared stories about the power
of chia seeds. Hoffman went on to be named BevNet’s 2012 Person of the Year for the creation of “an entirely new
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beverage category.”

Make it mutual – When we are excited about our own relationships, we want to tell the world. With consumers and brands,
it is no different.  In this stage, we need to identify our category’s influencers, those consumers’ whose advice is sought out,
and encourage them to spread our message to others.  We can do this by providing them a rich experience with our
brands. Time after time it has been shown that a positive brand experience trumps more passive brand engagements such
as traditional advertising or social media in generating effective word of mouth.  

Deepen the connection – At this stage, the bond with our consumer is so strong that they feel that the brand is “a brand
made for me.” This is the commitment stage, where the brand and consumer relationship has hit its peak – the brand
continues to romance the consumer and the consumer stays loyal to the brand. The emergence of a brand community, like
the ones created by ardent fans of Disney or Harley Davidson, becomes a measurement of the depth of connection
between brand and consumer.

Keep love alive – All relationships go through “ruts.” As the brand and consumer relationship matures, it is essential to
“keep the spark” going by rejuvenating the relationship through innovation and news. The Apple brand is almost 40 years
old, yet continues to be perceived as cutting edge. Why? Apple is always evolving, creating an ongoing stream of new
products and innovations. And the apps designed by third-party developers help keep their products fresh in between
launches.

Make up – Just like our own relationships, brands and consumers go through crises. This can either be a slow developing
issue over time or a sudden, dramatic event. How a brand responds to a relationship crisis will dictate whether it
reenergizes its relationship with the consumer or sends it into a tailspin. Cheerios’ decision to stop using GMO ingredients
in its base brand not only brought back consumers who had left, but reenergized its existing consumer base by providing
brand news.

…Or break up – Relationships end. We either recalibrate our existing brand and start engaging with a new consumer
group or we fail forward, eliminate the brand, and use the lessons to develop consumer relationships with different
product/service offerings. When Coca-Cola decided to ditch the disastrous New Coke, they used what they learned from
that painful experience to help launch Coke Zero. Rather than replacing the existing brand of Diet Coke, they simply
decided to  offers two sugar-free colas.

And that enables the young woman who sees Diet Coke as her boyfriend to remain very, very happy.


